Memory operations remain a significant bottleneck in dynamicaIly scheduled pipelined processors, due in part to the inability to statically determine the existence of memory address dependencies. Hardware memory renaming techniques have been pmposed to predict which stores a load might be dependent upon. These prediction techniques can be used to speculatively forward a value from a predicted store dependency to a load through a value prediction table. However; these techniques require large, timeconsuming hardware tables.
Introduction
Accurate determination of memory dependencies between store and load instructions will be one of the keys to performance on future superscalar processors. Compiler techniques have been developed for finding loop carried dependencies and disambiguating potentially aliased loads and stores. When these dependencies can be determined, the compiler can effectively expose instruction level parallelism and loop-based parallelism. The problem of determining these dependencies in a timely fashion during execution has proven more difficult. Processors allow loads and stores to execute out-oforder by comparing the load and store addresses. The latency in calculating the addresses to do this comparison can be several cycles, delaying memory re-ordering until late in the pipeline. Therefore, dynamic scheduling of memory operations is constrained not only by real dependences, but often by non-existent dependencies.
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Copyright ACM 1999 l-581 13-164-x/99/06...$5.00 ory Renaming [ 14, 201 . The hardware would predict which loads were dependent upon stores to enable loads to bypass memory by communicating the value of the store directly to the load instruction. As a by-product, this technique also enables accurate value prediction [ 11,2 1, 181 for some loads. While these hardware techniques were successful at finding store/load dependencies, they require a large store cache of prior store instructions to find the store/load dependencies, a buffer to hold the dependencies found, and a value file to provide the predicted value.
The goal of this paper is to extend the prior memory renaming technique of Tyson and Austin [20] . The memory renaming architecture either (1) communicated a value from a store to a load for value prediction, or (2) provided last value prediction for load instructions. We propose the Load Marking (LM) architecture to use profiles to accurately classify which instructions would benefit more from (1) memory communication, (2) last value prediction, or (3) neither of these prediction techniques. The Load Marking architecture performs this classification and labels those instructions using profiling hints. Our results show that these store/load dependencies can be accurately found via compiler analysis and profiling. This reduces the amount of required hardware for memory renaming, and improves the performance of proposed memory renaming architectures by providing hardware hints or explicit tags in the instructions.
We examine two techniques to communicate load-store dependences to the architecture: load marking hints (LM hints), and a small n-bit tag (which we call the Memory Renaming Tag, MRT). When LM hints are used, they provide a filter indicating which store and load instructions will contribute positively to hardware memory renaming. When MRT tags are used, the tags are assigned by the compiler and are contained within the store and load instruction. A store and load with the same tag are mapped to the same value prediction entry in a table similar to hardware Memory Renaming [20] .
Other loads are marked as either candidates for load value prediction or no prediction. By only applying the appropriate optimization to each load, mis-speculations are reduced dramatically. Using these techniques, we are able to identify nearly 37% of all dynamic instructions to use values produced by either store-load prediction or value prediction, and achieve more than a 98% prediction accuracy.
In section 2 we describe the motivation for this research and related work. We then describe the functionality of the memory communication tag architecture in section 3. Section 4 briefly describes the profiling techniques we developed to capture the store/load relationship information needed to accurately allocate the MRT tags. In section 5 we describe the algorithm used for allocating the tags to the load/store instructions. The profile and simulation methodology is described in section 6, and the results are described in section 7.
We conclude the paper in section 8.
Related Work
The Load Marking architecture provides static prediction for memory communication and value prediction. Hardware solutions for these problems have been proposed, each showing improvements in processor performance.
2.1
Memory Address Disambiguation A number of dynamic memory disambiguation techniques have been proposed to improve the accuracy of dependence speculation [6, 8, 151 . The Memory Conflict Buffer (MCB) proposed by Gallagher et al. [8] provides a hardware solution with compiler support to allow load instructions to speculatively execute before stores. The addresses of speculative loads are stored with a conflict bit in the MCB. All potentially ambiguous stores probe the MCB and set the conflict bit if the store address matches the address of a speculative load. The compiler inserts a check instruction at the point where the load is known to be non-speculative. The check instruction checks the speculative load's conflict bit in the MCB; if not set, the speculation was correct, otherwise the load was mis-speculated.
A similar approach for software-based speculative load execution was proposed by Moudgill and Moreno [ 153. Instead of using a hardware buffer to check addresses, they check values. They allow loads to be speculatively scheduled above stores, and in addition they execute the load in its origina location. They then check the value of the speculative load with the correct value. If they are different a recovery sequence must be executed.
A pure hardware approach for speculative load execution proposed by Franklin and Sohi [6] , called the Address Resolution Buffer (ARB), directs memory references to bins based on their address and uses the bins to enforce a temporal order among references to the same address. The use of bins reduces the associativity of the search and allows for multiple disambiguation requests in one cycle, since the disambiguation process is decentralized and localized to a bin. The ARB provides forwarding of values from store to load instructions that are in the current instruction window.
Value Prediction
Lipasti et al.
[ II] describe a mechanism in which the value of a load instruction is predicted based on the previous values loaded by that instruction. In their work, they used a value table to store the values to predict and a confidence mechanism for deciding whether the value is likely to be correct based on past performance of the predictor. Further work has looked at predicting the value of instructions using stride, context predictor, and hybrid predictors [ 16, 18,211. Recent research has shown that instruction values have predictable behavior between different inputs [2, 3, 71 . These studies showed that profiling can be used to accurately guide last value prediction. Our research extends these profile-guided techniques by not only predicting the value for load instructions, but also predicting store/load relationships.
2.3
Memory Renaming
Research by Moshovos et. al.
[ 141 and Tyson and Austin [20] found that memory communication between store and load instructions can be accurately predicted in hardware. Both of these approaches use special store caches to find the store/load dependencies, and then an additional buffer to record the relationships found. Once a stable store/load relationship was identified, the hardware would forward store results directly to dependent loads, thereby improving the speed of communication through memory. Our research shows that profiling can accurately find the important store/load dependencies. TO evaluate the effectiveness of our Load Marking architecture, we compare it to our previous hardware memory communication approach [20] shown in Figure 1 . We used a modified version of the SimpleScalar simulation tools from this prior study; we use a derivative of that simulator to provide our new results and an IPC comparison with the original memory renaming architecture. For effective memory communication, the architecture has (1) a Store Cache to cache stores recently seen, (2) a Store/Load Cache to hold the dependencies found, (3) a Value File for rename/value prediction, and (4) a confidence mechanism (not shown in the Figure) to determine when to use the prediction. The next two paragraphs summarize the functionality of the memory renaming architecture for store and load instructions.
When a store instruction is decoded, it indexes into the Store/Load Cache with the store PC to find its Value File entry. If there is a miss, the store is allocated the least recently used Value File entry and it updates its new Store/Load Cache entry to point to this Value File entry. The store then updates the Value File entry with the current value of the store or a pointer to the instruction producing the value for the store. When the effective address for the store becomes available, the store indexes into the Store Cache with its address and updates the entry to point to its current Value File index.
When a load instruction is fetched/decoded, it uses its PC to index into the Store/Load Cache to find its Value File entry. If there is a hit, the Value File entry is then used forpredicting the value for the load instruction. After the load's effective address is known, the load indexes into the Store Cache with its address to find an alias. If an alias is found, the load updates its Store/Load Cache entry to have the same Value File index as the aliased store. If an alias is not found, then the load updates its Store/Load entry to point to the Value File index corresponding to indexing the Value File with the load's PC. This is used for last value prediction. If there was no store alias, then the load updates its Value File entry with the last value used by the load. For further details, please see the complete description of the memory renaming architecture in [20] . The goal of our Load Marking architecture is to simplify the hardware, by providing the communication between store and load instructions in software only requiring a Value File for prediction. Load marking allows the processor hardware to handle each load in the most efficient manner for speculative execution. At a minimum, an architecture to support load marking requires (1) ISA bits to identify a load's classification, and (2) the value file to provide renaming and value prediction.
Implementation of Load Marking
In this paper we examine two Load Marking architectures. The first, LoadMark Hints, uses profiling to create hints to classify the type of speculation to use for a given load. The second architecture, LoadMark MRT, uses profiles to find dependencies between store and load instructions, and uses memory rename tags (MRT) to explicitly direct value forwarding from a store to a load instruction.
Load Marking Hints for Memory Renaming
Stores and loads that are found via profiling/compiler analysis to benefit from memory renaming are marked for renaming. Loads which benefit more from value prediction are marked for value prediction, and all other loads are marked as non-speculative. To provide LoadMark hints, the architecture needs to provide three new opcodes (rename-store, rename-load, value-predict-load). The compiler analysis uses profiles to filter out stores and loads from the memory renaming architecture. Stores not marked for renaming do not update the Store Cache. Load's marked as non-speculative do not use the Store/Load Cache shown in Figure 1 . Load's marked for value prediction index into the Value File directly using their PC. This helps reduce the pressure on the renaming architecture, especially since only a small portion of the static store and load instructions contribute to renaming. This significantly reduces the size of the Store Cache and Store/Load Cache needed.
Load Marking Architecture with MRT Tags
For the LoadMark MRT architecture, dependencies between store and load instructions are represented by an MRT tag. Renaming occurs when the store and load have the same tag. This MRT tag serves as an index into the memory renaming Value File [20] , which communicates the value of the store to the load during execution. The MRT tag and the bits needed to classify a load can be represented either with extra bits in load and store instructions, or with special marker instructions in the code. We assume the former. Classification and tagging would require the 3 new opcodes (rename-store, rename-load, value-predict-load). In addition, log(n) bits added to the load and store instruction format, where n specifies the number of possible tags.
For loads marked for rename prediction, the Value File is used to communicate values between store and load instructions with the same MRT. This same value file is used to predict values for load instructions marked for last value prediction in the memory renaming architecture.
The MRT tags are used as the index into the Value File for tagged stores and loads. When a store with a valid MRT tag is entered into the reorder buffer (ROB), it updates the Value File with either the value of the store (to be written) or a pointer to the ROB entry that will produce the value for the store. After a load with a valid MRT tag is fetched, the MRT tag is used as a direct index into the Value File retrieving either a value or a pointer to a ROB entry.
When the number of MRT tags is less than the size of the Value File, rename prediction only uses the first n entries (n being the number of tags) in the Value File. Figure 2 shows the Load Marking MRT architecture examined in this paper. The only hardware needed is a Value File used to communicate the renaming, and this same Value File is used for value prediction. We report results for a Load Marking MRT architecture that uses 8 tags (3 bits). We examined using more tags (e.g., 1024 tags), but this provided only a minor improvements over an 8 MRT tag architecture. Figure 2 shows that stores and loads with the same tag will map directly to the same entry in the Value File. Loads marked for value prediction use their PC to directly index into the Value File. These loads blindly value predict using the value stored in the table entry, ignoring all renaming. It is similar to the static profile-based value prediction scheme proposed in [7, 111. Since the store/load relationships are represented by tags, the MRT architecture no longer needs the Store Cache and Store/Load Cache shown in Figure 1.
Non Speculative loads
Loads that do not use memory renaming or value prediction use normal hardware alias detection to order loads with respect to stores. The technique we simulate is similar to the load/store disambiguation methods used by the Pentium Pro [ 131 or the Power PC-620 [ 101.
Loads are stalled until all earlier store addresses are known. Once all earlier store addresses are available, the disambiguator can determine if the load value should be forwarded from a store in the store buffer or from the data cache. If the load is sourced by a store in the store buffer and the store data is not yet available, the load stalls until it is available; otherwise, the load is scheduled to execute.
Consuming Predicted Values
The memory renaming architecture we model in this paper uses selective prediction [4] , which only pays the cost of misprediction if a predicted value was actually used (consumed) by a dependent instruction. Each load that hits in the store/load cache will produce a predicted value/tag, but dependent instructions on that load will only consume the predicted value once they are in the reservation station and there are idle functional units. Our architecture is different than memory renaming described in [20] , since it delays the decision of using a predicted value until late in the pipeline.
For a predicted load instruction, the value file provides either (1) a predicted value or (2) a physical tag pointing to the instruction producing the value. When performing memory renaming, a load producing a predicted tag from the Value File will be split into two separate instructions -spec-move and the original load. Both of these instructions will have the same register mapping and same physical register destination. The spec-move will be hooked up to the the instruction producing the value, and acts as a register move. The spec-move is only used when a load is predicting a value communicated by a store, and the instruction producing the input to the store has not yet completed execution. The spec-move is not used when the load predicts a value from the Value File. In our architecture, the value or physical tag for the spec-move is stored in the result register for the load instruction after the prediction is produced from the Value File.
We modified the register file to contain a speculative bit (spec bit) and a value bit. The spec bit indicates if the register file entry contains a real value or a speculative value/tag. The value bit is used to indicate if the speculative data stored in the register is either a speculative value or a physical tag to the spec-move. In addition, we modified the reservation station to contain the spec bit and value bit, to indicate the type of value stored for both input operands in the reservation station.
Consider an instruction Y, dependent upon a load Z, dispatched to a reservation station. If the load instruction has completed, then no speculation will need to occur. If the load has not completed and it has been predicted, the load destination register's spec bit will be true and instruction Y will read the speculative value or tag from the register file. If a physical tag to instruction X is read from the register file, then instruction X will be the spec-move which will produce the speculative value for the load. In addition to this, the reservation station still holds a pointer to tbe original load instruction Z that is producing the real value for instruction Y for the given operand. If the spec-move X completes before load Z, then Y'S reservation station will have the speculative value stored as one of its input operands and the value-bit will be changed from tag to value. If at any time the load Z finishes executing before instruction Y starts executing, then the load will update the correct operand value for instruction Y, the spec bit will be set to false, and the ready bit for that operand will be set to true.
When deciding which instruction to execute next for a functional unit, the reservation stations are first searched for instructions with ready, non-speculative operands. If no ready instructions can be found, the architecture will choose to predict instructions whose remaining operands have their value bit set to value, Note that in this architecture, a predicted load instruction only causes a misprediction penalty if a dependent instruction actually used the predicted value. If a dependent instruction does not use the predicted value, then there is no misspeculation penalty. We used this architecture in a prior selective value prediction study, and a more detailed description can be found in [4] . 3.4 Mis-speculation Recovery
Each of the prediction schemes has the potential to violate dependencies. Memory renaming and value prediction can mispredict the dependence and mispredict the value. We examine the same mis-speculation recovery options as [20] : squash and re-execute. Squash recovery re-fetches the instructions from the cache on a mispredict, and is analogous to branch misprediction recovery. Re-execution recovery re-executes only those instructions dependent (directly or indirectly) on the mis-speculated load. This is accomplished by re-injecting the correct loaded value onto the result bus. Instructions that had used the speculative value would see the new value and re-execute, which may in turn cause more re-executions.
For the simulation results in this paper, we assume a minimum 8 cycle misprediction penalty (for both value and rename mispredicts) for squash recovery. The penalty will be longer if the incorrectly predicted load instruction is stalled in the processor pipeline. The instructions following the mispredicted load are then re-fetched just as in a branch misprediction. For re-execution recovery, the penalty accrued is the delay from resending the instructions through the processor pipeline, starting with instruction issue, once their dependencies are ready. 4 Profiling Analysis
Our load marking and dependence tagging architecture depends on profile analysis of dynamic load-store behavior. This section briefly describes the two types of profiling information we collect to classify the loads for memory renaming, value prediction, and nonspeculation. These profiles are then fed back into the compiler to perform the load marking hint and rename tag allocation described in section 5. To find the relationships between store and load instructions, we record the addresses written by store instructions; these addresses are matched when a load instruction is executed. In finding store/load dependencies we are only trying to find the dependencies that the memory renaming architecture can accurately predict. The renaming architecture cannot correctly predict loop carried dependencies with a dependence distance greater than one loop iteration, because a static characteristic of the load and store instruction (either the PC or the assigned MRT) is always used to index the prediction tables. Thus values from earlier iterations would always be overwritten by more recent iterations (assuming the load and store execute every iteration) for a loop carried dependency with a distance greater than one. See [20] for more details.
The profiler keeps track of a list of store dependencies found for each load. For the programs we examined, we found that on average 3 1% of the loads had 0 store dependencies (e.
the Rename Prediction accuracy) or (2) the load was predicted using Last Value Prediction. These are the two options we have for the memory renaming architecture [20] . See Appendix A for more details on how the profiling was performed.
Identifying
Loads and Stores for Memory Renaming
The profile data described in the previous section characterizes each load in several ways, including its potential for renaming success. This section describes the process of translating the profile information into specific load marking hints and tagging decisions. A number of heuristics are applied to the data obtained through profiling to filter out infrequent load-store relationships, infrequently executed loads, and less predictable loads. Live variable analysis (LVA) is then used to direct the coloring of load-store dependences chosen to receive tags for the LoadMark Tag architecture. This allows efficient and non-destructive sharing of tags. This information can then be conveyed to the load marking architecture through the mechanisms described in section 3.
The flow graph that is created to perform this analysis is a global inter-procedural control flow graph of the program based on the execution profile. To make this graph manageable in performing the analysis we apply frequency heuristics described below to partition the graph into highly coupled regions. Therefore, we find store/load relationships and perform the tag allocation across procedure boundaries.
Rename Candidate Pruning Heuristics
We use a number of heuristics to reduce the number of candidates for memory renaming, and apply them in the following order:
1. Low Frequency This heuristic removes infrequently traversed edges from the flow graph. Basic blocks which then have no successors or predecessors are removed from the flow graph.
Reach
The reach heuristic then removes load/store dependencies that have become partitioned by the low frequency heuristic. Stores which cannot reach a load are removed from the load table entry for that particular load.
Rename Predict
The predict heuristic filters out loads with poor memory rename predictability. The prediction metric is calculated assuming all the store relationships found in the profiling phase for that load were given the same tag. If the predictability is above a predict threshold (currently SO%), then the load will be marked as a potential tagged load, and it will be passed to the merge heuristic. The predictability of the load is based on the rename prediction metric for a load, as described in section A. 1.
Merge
The merge heuristic combines common store dependencies for a particular load under a single tag. This is useful in cases where a load is dependent on multiple stores along different paths of execution. By using the previous Rename Predict heuristic to determine taggable loads, we avoid cases where loop carried dependencies or stores along the same path of execution can make merging unattractive. For the programs we examined, a simple blind merge heuristic performed well, where all remaining store relationships for a load are given the same tag.
c1ass1fi
The classify heuristic determines the prediction mechanism to be used for each load, if there were infinite tags available. Classify marks each store as rename or normal, and each load as described in section 3: rename, value predict, nonspeculative.
At this point in the algorithm, no firther compiler analysis is needed for the LoadMark Hint architecture. The steps to classify stores and loads described above, results in a classification to help guide which load and store instructions should use memory renaming and which load instructions should use value prediction.
For the LoadMark MRT architecture, additional compiler analysis is needed to allocate the MRT tags in the store and load instructions. The remainder of this section describes this tag allocation algorithm.
Allocation of Memory Renaming Tags
The memory tag corresponds to an entry in the value table, used to communicate the value between the reIated store/load pair. The allocation of memory tags consists of (1) identifying the live paths for store/load relationships, (2) coloring these relationships so that store/load pairs that are live at the same time are given different MRT tags, and (3) allocating tag numbers in such a way as to avoid conflicts with loads which are using the same value table entry for value prediction.
live Range Analysis
In an effort to reduce the number of tags needed for a particular program, we run a version of live analysis to determine the live range for a tag from a particular store to its dependent loads. We define the start of the live range in terms of marked store instructions. A store is a defof a particular store instruction, and a dependent load is a use of that store. The algorithm used to calculate the live range is different than normal live variable analysis, because the store (def) is not necessarily on all predecessor paths of the load. Using normal live analysis, the liveness of the store would tend to propagate all the way up the flow graph when every path containing a use (load) did not also contain a corresponding def (store). Therefore, we perform a depth first search from a store to each load that depends upon it instead, marking all basic blocks along every possible path from store to load as live for that store.
We also include in the live range the reachability of load/load relationships, marking all paths from the load back to itself. The load/load relationships identifying all the paths the MRT tag would need to be unique to allow the load to still benefit from last value prediction. A load may have a store dependency on one path to the load in a loop, but not on another path. In this situation the load will use the predicted value from the store part of the time, and last value prediction (from the load's previous value) the rest of the time. We need to include the load/load path in the live range for the load in order to make sure that the load's value table entry (specified by the tag) is not overwritten by a value from another instruction on the load/load reachability path.
The union of the store/load and the load/load resulting live sets forms the live range for a tagged store and load.
Before allocating the tag, we further reduce the candidate set by removing loads which do not make significant gains using MRT tags over value prediction. This makes tag allocation more efficient and reduces the number of necessary tags. After tag allocation, any loads that were classified for renaming but not given a tag, are then rechecked to see if they could be accurately classified Sor value prediction.
Coloring
Once live ranges have been calculated, loads are assigned colors that will correspond to virtual tags. Later, virtual tags will be mapped to physical tags. Our current design assumes that there are as many virtual tags as there are physical tags. The use of virtual tags allows us to defer the assignment of loads to particular value file locations. When a load is colored, other loads which are not live at the same time as the colored load and which do not have overlapping live ranges can be assigned the same color. Since it is possible that there are more loads than tags, loads are assigned colors in priority order, based on the number of correct predictions tag-based prediction would provide ovey the number of correct predictions that ordinary last value prediction would provide. Once as many loads have been colored as the number of tags permits, the remaining loads are re-classified for value prediction if applicable.
Tag Allocation
Since tagged loads and ordinary value-predict loads will share a portion of the common value file, it is important to prevent as many collisions between loads as possible. We can estimate the frequency of use for each table entry based on our profiles of load activity.
We then assign the virtual rename tags that are used the most, based on execution counts, to the physical tags which correspond to the value file entries least-used by value prediction. 6 Evaluation Methodology
To perform our evaluation, we collected information for some of the SPEC95 benchmarks. The programs were compiled on a DEC Alpha AXP-21164 processor using the DEC C and FORTRAN compilers. We compiled the SPEC benchmark suite under OSF/l V4.0 operating system using full compiler optimization (-04 -if 0). Table I shows the two data sets we used in gathering results for each program, the number of instructions executed in millions (Exe M), and percent of executed instructions that were loads (%ld) and stores (%st). For the simulation data set we also show the base IPC obtainable for each benchmark without any value speculation, the number of instructions in each benchmark that we fast forwarded past before beginning simulation, the number of static store instructions, and the percentage of these that were executed. The final two columns show the percent of static and dynamic overlap for load instructions between the two input sets. The profiting data set is used to generate the load marking hints and tags. We then use the simulation data set to simulate the programs when gathering the statistical performance results. The Base IPC is smaller than in some prior studies, since we are modeling longer memory latencies (120 cycles to retrieve data from main memory).
We used ATOM [19] to instrument the programs and gather the rename and value profiles. During profiling, we collected data on temporal ordering of dependencies, the size of the MRT candidate set, the average number of stores upon which a load depends, and other useful metrics.
The simulators used in this study are derived from the SimpleScalar/AXF' tool set [ 11, a suite of functional and timing simulation tools for the Alpha AXP ISA. Simulation is execution-driven, including execution down any speculative path until the detection of a fault, TLB miss, or branch mis-prediction. The baseline microarchitec?ure model is detailed in Table 2 . The minimum misprediction penalty is 8 cycles for branches, and 8 cycles for value prediction and rename prediction when using squash (re-fetch) recovery. The penalty can be longer, based on the latency of a predicted instruction making its way through the pipeline.
Our baseline simulation configuration models a future generation micro-architecture. We've selected the parameters to capture two underlying trends in micro-architecture design. First, the model has an aggressive fetch stage, employing a variant of the collapsing buffer [5] . The fetch unit can deliver two basic blocks from the I-cache per fetch cycle, up to 8 instructions. If future generation micro-architectures wish to exploit more ILP, they will have to employ aggressive fetch designs like this or one that is comparable, such as the trace cache[ 171. Second, we've given the processor a large window of execution, by modeling large reorder buffers and load/store queues. Large windows of execution expose the ILP necessary to reach future generation performance targets; and at the same time they expose more store/load communication and thus benetit more from more precise load/store scheduling. To compensate for the added complexity of disambiguating loads and stores in a large execution window, we increased the store forward latency such that the scheduler requires two cycles to react to any new store address.
We investigated the use of both large and small hardware configurations in our simulation of the memory renaming experiments from [20] . The larger configuration consists of a 1024-entry, 4-way set associative Store/Load cache and a 1024-entry Value File with LRU replacement. To detect initial dependence edge bindings, we use a 1024-entry 4-way associative Store Address Cache. The smaller configuration uses a 256-entry 4-way set associative Store/Load Cache, a 256-entry Value File, and a 256-entry 4-way Store Address Cache.
The original renaming architecture had a 2-bit saturating confidence counter [9] associated with each Store/Load cache entry. As shown in [4] , the confidence associated with a prediction is a critical component to achieving performance with value speculation, After experimenting with a variety of confidence levels, we settled on using a 4-bit confidence counter for squash recovery, and no confidence mechanism for re-execution recovery. Since re-execution has a very low mispeculation penalty, it can be advantageous to use all possible predictions. l-bit confidence provided only slightly better results than no confidence for re-execution recovery, and 2-bit confidence performed worse. Squash recovery 1202. FP adder-20 allocate, 32 byte blocks, 12 cycle miss latency four-ported, non-biockmg interface, supporhng one has a high misprediction penalty and therefore it is necessary to use high confidence to eliminate as many mispredictions as possible. Our 4-bit counter requires a threshold value of 14 to recommend prediction, is decremented by 7 on a misprediction, and is incremented by 1 on a correct prediction. 7 Performance Results
This section presents simulation results for guiding memory renaming using load marking. We show that software marking of loads and stores can help increase the performance of hardwarebased memory renaming and that using explicit tags can perform as well as the hardware-based approach, providing memory renaming without the extra hardware for tracking the dependencies. All these results used the profile input to generate the LoadMark hints and tags, and the simulation input to perform the simulations.
Memory Renaming
We now examine the performance of the two architectures that use the load marking information, and compare our results to the original memory renaming architecture using selective prediction described in section 3.3. The first architecture (LoadMark Hints) modifies the original memory renaming architecture to use LoadMark hints to indicate which stores and loads should use memory renaming, and which loads should use last value prediction. Only stores that are marked for renaming are put into the store cache. Only loads that are marked for renaming search the store cache for a dependency. If a dependency is found, it is recorded in the store/load table described in [20] , so that both the store and load will use the same value table entry. Loads that are marked as last value prediction use the value table for last value prediction indexed by the load's PC.
The second architecture (LoadMark MRT) uses MRT tags to communicate directly to the hardware which value table entry to use for memory renaming. We use 3-bit tags to communicate the entry, using the tag allocation described in section 5. This allows 8 entries in the value table to be used for communication. This LoadMark MRT architecture only requires the Value File table and a  confidence table for Figures 3 and 4 show the performance for squash miss recovery for Value Files with 1024 and 256 entries respectively. We show the IPC speedup over the baseline architecture for the original memory renaming architecture using selective prediction, the load marking hints architecture (LM Hints), and the load marking MRT architecture with hardware confidence prediction (LM MRT). The results for the 1024 entry Value File show that while the hardware renaming scheme provides a 4% speedup in performance, the load marking hints and MRT architectures can provide speedups around 6% by filtering out highly predictable loads and stores. This result is even more dramatic in tomcatv and su2cor. When the size of the Value File is reduced to 256 entries, rename performance drops to around 1% speedup, while the LM MRT architecture provides a 5% speedup, despite the smaller table size. This is an important result, since the prior work showed little to no improvement for renaming with squash recovery.
Figures 5 and 6 show the performance of re-execution when using 1024 and 256 entry prediction tables as described in section 6. In addition to showing the speedup over the baseline architecture of the rename, LM Hints, LM MRT architectures, we also show what speedups could be achieved with these architectures with perfect confidence prediction for the 256 entry results in figure 6 . Perfect confidence prediction eliminates mispredictions by always using a predicted value if it is correct. This will give some measure of the absolute benefit of each technique. Despite the low misprediction penalty of re-execution recovery, the results show that load marking still provides improvement over the original memory renaming architecture. Tables 3 and 4 show the statistical effects of using load marking. They show the percent of time an instruction used a predicted value from a load for each architecture and the corresponding misprediction rate. For the 1024 entry table, we see that adding load marking hints to the renaming architecture provides an increase in the percent of instructions using predictions from 30.6% to 33.8% on average and decrease the miss rate from 1.3% to 1.0% on average. The use of MRT tags increases the number of predictions used to 36.5%, and reduces the miss rate down to 1.2% on average. Again, this effect is even more dramatic in the 256 entry Value File.
Load Marking provides several benefits to the original renaming architecture:
l The LoadMark hints increases the performance of the origil The analysis can provide improved prediction accuracy by finding loads that are more predictable using last value prediction than renaming. We found several loads that fit into this category, even though they had aliased stores in the profile. l The compiler can analyze how a load interacts with all the stores it may be dependent on, and intelligently choose only a portion of them for memory renaming. For example, we found on average that 20% of the loads are dependent upon more than 4 stores, but not all of these stores may provide accurate prediction using memory renaming.
Since the LoadMark MRT architecture provides explicit tags for stores and loads to communicate, a load will benefit from renaming without having to wait for the hardware to discover the store/load relationship. This is very important for small tables, which will have a lot of replacements due to capacity misses.
Discussion
nal renaming architecture by filtering out stores which should not be put into the Store Address Cache. In addition, filtering out loads that do not benefit from renaming or value prediction will reduce the contention for the hardware predictor and increase prediction accuracy. This reduction can be significant, since only a small fraction of the total number of static stores and loads can benefit from renaming.
Using MRT tags with the load marking architecture in itself is not a complete solution for memory renaming. Hardware techniques are still needed, especially because of pre-compiled library routines and system calls which all programs use. Even so, LoadMarking could be used in concert with hardware renaming to improve the prediction accuracy by providing stream-lined communication via the MRT tag registers. Using LoadMark hints to filter stores and loads has been shown to provide improved performance. Library routines and system calls do not pose a problem for using such hints. The saving and restoring of registers across system calls are good candidates for dynamic hardware renaming. A compiler that used LoadMark hints could easily take this into consideration by not filtering out stores and loads in the vicinity of calls to external routines.
Conclusions
As execution windows continue to grow in an effort to expose more instruction level parallelism, it becomes imperative to accurately identify store/load communication in order to exploit that parallelism. To this end, a great deal of research has been invested in devising means to disambiguate stores and loads, predict their values, or improve their communication. In this paper, we motivate and describe the Load Marking architecture; an approach that effectively classifies previous load speculation techniques. Our approach extends the instruction set to classify loads according to which prediction technique works best. By classifying loads, the Load Marking architecture is capable of choosing the best available predictor for each load. This flexibility provides accurate memory communication and value prediction.
This paper described and evaluated a design of the Load Marking architecture using detailed microarchitecture timing simulation. For a reasonably sized Value File, we found that an average of 34% of the dynamically executed instructions in our simulations used values produced by loads using LoadMark hints, with an overall prediction accuracy of 99%. Load Marking MRT allowed 37% of the dynamically executed instructions to consume predictions on average, with an overall prediction accuracy of nearly 99%. Since different inputs were used to guide the marking and to gather the results, this shows that the classification of loads was very predictable even between different inputs sets.
Simulation results yielded 6% speedups on average for using LM hints for squash recovery. These results are important since prior memory renaming studies showed little to no improvement for squash (re-fetch) recovery, which is much simpler and more feasible to implement than reexecution recovety. In addition, the LoadMark hints require only 3 new opcodes to provide the ISA hints. The LoadMark MRT architecture with tags was able to also provide a 6.1% speedup on average for squash recovery, with significant hardware savings.
The Load Marking architecture showed large speedups for a few programs -13% for tomcatv and 12% for suacor, both for squash recovery. When using smaller table sizes, the Load Marking architecture was still able to provide good speedups for both squash and re-execute recovery. Original rename prediction suffered from the smaller table sizes and provided significantly less speedup than with the 1024-entry table, especially for squash recovery.
The focus of this paper was profile-based classification of loads and identification of load-store relationships. In the absence of profile information, this information must be gained through loop carried and alias data dependence compiler analysis. In future work we will explore how well the compiler can classify loads and stores using only static analysis.
